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Abstract Earth’s normal modes are fundamental observations used in global seismic tomography to
understand Earth structure. Land seismic station coverage is sufficient to constrain the broadest scale Earth
structures. However, 70% of Earth’s surface is covered by the oceans, hampering our ability to observe varia-
tions in local mode frequencies that contribute to imaging small-scale structures. Broadband ocean bottom
seismometers can record spheroidal modes to fill in gaps in global data coverage. Ocean bottom recordings
are contaminated by signals from complex interactions between ocean and solid Earth dynamics at normal
mode frequencies. We present a method for correcting tilt on broadband ocean bottom seismometers by ro-
tation. The correction improves the ability of some instruments to observe spheroidalmodes down to 0S4. We
demonstrate this method using 15 broadband ocean bottom seismometers from the PI-LAB array. We mea-
sure normal mode peak frequency shifts and compare with 1-D reference mode frequencies and predictions
from 3-D global models. Our measurements agree with the 3-D models for modes between 0S14 – 0S37 with
small but significant differences. These differences likely reflect real Earth structure. This suggests incorpo-
ratingoceanbottomnormalmodemeasurements into global inversionswill improvemodels of global seismic
velocity structure.

1 Introduction
Earth’s free oscillations or normal modes provide im-
portant seismic observational constraints on the Earth’s
elastic and anelastic structure from the core to the up-
per mantle (Masters and Widmer, 1995). These os-
cillations group into radial, spheroidal, and toroidal
modes. Spherically averaged measurements of the fre-
quency and width (or amplitude and phase) of mode
spectral peaks observed after large earthquakes can be
inverted to investigate the 1-D structure of the Earth
(e.g., Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Dziewonski and An-
derson, 1981), while details of mode splitting reveal
long-wavelength three-dimensional variations (Masters
et al., 1982; Smith and Masters, 1989; Woodhouse and
Dziewonski, 1984). Normal mode data can also be com-
bined with other complementary seismic phases and
waveforms to invert for higher resolution 3-D Earth
models (e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Moulik
and Ekström, 2014; Ritsema et al., 2011). At the low-
est frequencies (f < 1 mHz) measurements of relatively
fewearthquakes on relatively fewbut nevertheless glob-
ally well-distributed very-broadband seismic stations
suffice to sample the three-dimensional structure of
the Earth reasonably well. However, observations of
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higher-frequency normal modes, that sample shorter-
wavelength Earth structure, require networks of instru-
mentation on finer spatial scales. Although permanent
land stations have been installed on many ocean is-
lands, the ambient-noise conditions are sometimes less
than ideal. In addition, ocean island coverage is sparse.
The U.S.-operated global seismograph network (GSN)
reached its design goal with maximum global cover-
age in 2004 with plans to expand GSN to more seafloor
locations (Kohler et al., 2020), but many regions re-
main under-sampled (Butler et al., 2004). 70% of the
Earth’s surface is covered by oceans. Therefore, fur-
ther progress in station coverage requires the deploy-
ment of ocean bottom seismometers (OBS). High-end
very-broadband OBSs have been deployed in seafloor
boreholes (Stephen et al., 2003) or buried cabled ar-
rays (Duennebier et al., 2002) using ROVs. Alterna-
tively, free-fall OBSs can be deployed on the seafloor
from ships. In this case the instruments fall through
the water and then record autonomously for about 1
year before returning to the surface for recovery. Typ-
ically, OBSs are deployed for targeted regional studies,
using instrumentation that is often not sensitive to seis-
mic signals at frequencies below 1 mHz. However, a
growing number of deploymentswith broadband, high-
fidelity sensors to periods 120 s or longermeans that the
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normal mode coverage gaps in the ocean are becoming
filled.
Several studies reported observations of spheroidal

normal modes on vertical components of very broad-
band OBS as the vertical components tend to be qui-
eter than the horizontal components (Bécel et al., 2011;
Deen et al., 2017; Laske, 2021). Normal modes were re-
ported in data recorded by free fall instruments in the
Lesser Antilles using Scripps-designed OBSs equipped
with Nanometrics TrilliumT-240 broadband seismome-
ters (Bécel et al., 2011). The instruments recorded the
Mw=8.1 April 1, 2007 Solomon Islands event, and low-
frequency modes were observed down to 0S6 (f = 1.04
mHz). Another study, using the same type of OBSs in
the Rhum-Rhum experiment in the Indian ocean, con-
sistently recorded normal modes in Earth’s Hum band
between 2.49 – 4.5 mHz throughout the year-long de-
ployment from2012 to 2013 (Deen et al., 2017). Observa-
tionof thesemodeswaspossible after applyingdeglitch-
ing of electrical noise, caused by the leveling cycles of
the seismometer, as well as tilt and compliance correc-
tions (Bell et al., 2015; Crawford and Webb, 2000). In a
recent study, Laske (2021) evaluated spheroidal normal
mode signals fromseveral largemagnitude earthquakes
recorded onOBSs deployed as part of the PLUME exper-
iment near Hawaii (Wolfe et al., 2009), the NoMELT ex-
periment in the central Pacific (Lin et al., 2016), and the
ALBACORE (Bowden et al., 2016) and ADDOSS (Berger
et al., 2016) arrays offshore of California. The Scripps-
designed OBSs equipped with the T-240 seismometers
were consistently successful at recording spheroidal
modes on vertical components, with perhaps surpris-
ingly high signal-to-noise (SNR) levels, although site ef-
fects, ocean currents, infragravitywaves and/or isolated
technical limitations at individual sites generated some
variability in the performance. Where direct compar-
isons were available, however, land-based seismome-
ters yielded substantially better low-frequency spectra
than free-fall OBSs. For example, Laske (2021) doc-
umented that the land-based GSN observatory station
Kipapa,Hawaii (KIP) recordednormalmode 0S3 (f = 0.47
mHz) for the 28 March 2005 Sumatra-Andaman earth-
quake, but the ‘best’ PLUME OBSs recorded high-SNR
modes only down to 0S8 (1.41 mHz). Hence, it is appro-
priate to note that all these publications are a manifest
that broadband sensors can record spheroidal normal
modes, though with some caveats. First, corrections to
the data often need to be applied to account for tilt and
compliance noise due to the propagation of ocean in-
fragravity waves. Second, the horizontal components
needed for measuring toroidal normal modes are gen-
erally not useable, although the PLUME records yielded
Love wave phase velocity curves for frequencies f ≥ 10
mHz (Anarde and Laske, 2010).
In this paper we present observations of spheroidal

normal modes from a broadband OBS array in the
equatorial Mid-Atlantic deployed as part of the Passive-
Imaging of the Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary
(PI-LAB) experiment and the Experiment to Unearth
the Rheological Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Bound-
ary (EURO-LAB) which consisted of 39 OBSs. The
OBSs were co-located with 39 magnetotelluric instru-

ments deployed by the Central Atlantic Lithosphere-
Asthenosphere Boundary (CA-LAB) experiment. There
were also several active source components including
the Trans-Atlantic I-Lab experiment (Mehouachi and
Singh, 2018). The combined experimentsweredesigned
to use methodologies sensitive to a range of resolutions
and sensitivities in a single study area beneath seafloor
formed at the nearby slow spreadingMid-Atlantic Ridge
to image the lithosphere-asthenosphere system and de-
termine what makes a plate, “plate-like.” These stud-
ies found that the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary
beneath the Atlantic is defined to first order by tem-
perature, but that it is also dynamic and dictated by
variations in melt generation and migration (Fischer
et al., 2020; Harmon et al., 2018, 2020, 2021; Rychert
et al., 2020, 2021; Wang et al., 2019, 2020; Saikia et al.,
2021a,b). A number of other studies were possible with
the data including, for instance, locating the source re-
gions of infragravity waves (Bogiatzis et al., 2020), lo-
cal seismicity work (Hicks et al., 2020; Leptokaropou-
los et al., 2021, 2022; Schlaphorst et al., 2022), sedi-
ment constraints (Agius et al., 2018; Saikia et al., 2020),
mantle transition zone imaging (Agius et al., 2021), and
the work presented in this manuscript. In the experi-
ment 24 OBSs were equipped with a Nanometrics T-240
broadband seismometers (Fig. 1), and 15 OBSs were
equipped with a Nanometrics Trillium Compact wide-
band seismometers. The latter 15 OBS are not consid-
ered here. Of the 24 broadband OBSs, 15 provided use-
able data for the purposes of this paper. We present
a new means for correcting tilt through a simple rota-
tion rather than the commonly utilized spectral trans-
fer function method (Deen et al., 2017; Crawford and
Webb, 2000). We show that in somecases it substantially
improves SNR ratios at low frequencies (f < 3 mHz).
The rotation also conserves the energy on the seismo-
gramswithout introducing artefacts to the vertical com-
ponent that canbe causedbyband-limited spectralmul-
tiplication. We also make measurements of frequency
shifts of the spheroidal modes and demonstrate that
OBS records can be used to contribute to global data sets
for improving global estimates of 3-D structure.

2 Methods
We use three component seismogram recordings and
Cox-Webb differential pressure gauge (DPG) records
(Cox et al., 1984) from Scripps-designed broadband
OBSs that are equipped with Nanometrics T-240 seis-
mometers from two OBS pools, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (SIO) and Institut de Physique du Globe
de Paris (IPGP). The IPGP equipment are an older gen-
eration of the SIO design and have an electrical glitch
approximately every hour caused by the leveling sched-
ule. The SIO equipment have a variable leveling sched-
ule, approximately every week for the majority of the
deployment. Station names beginningwith “I” are from
the IPGP pool and those beginningwith “S” are from the
Scripps pool.
The time series are from two Mw=7.9 earthquakes lo-

cated in Papua New Guinea on December 17, 2016 at
10:51 GMT at 153.52°E, 4.5049°S and 94.5 km depth and
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Figure 1 Bathymetry map of the PI-LAB study region. Locations of the T-240 seismometers are shown as circles, white for
Scripps Institution of Oceanography instruments, blue for Institut du Physique du Globe instruments. Stations names are as
labeled. Grey line shows the location of theMid-Atlantic Ridge system. Insetmap shows the location of the PI-LAB study area
(black box) and the location of earthquakes used in this study (yellow stars).

on January 22, 2017 03:07 GMT at 155.1718°E, 6.2463°S
and 135 km depth (Fig. 1 inset). We use time series that
begin 5000 s before the event origin time and last for two
days after the origin time.

We pre-process the IPGP data to remove the electrical
leveling glitch using a comb filter and following a simi-
larmethod toDeen et al. (2017). Wefirst identify a target
glitch waveform during a quiet period (Figs. 2, 3). This
waveform is then correlatedwith the entirewaveform to
identify the time range of each glitch in the time series.
We search in all time periodswherewe expect the glitch
to occur, i.e., every hour. For each glitch time range we
solve for the best fitting amplitude of the target glitch
waveformand subtract it from thewaveform. Adetailed
example of the deglitching is showing in Figure 3.

We determine the tilt of the vertical component for
all stations. We assume the tilt is static for the duration
of the time window of our normal mode analysis. Even
though tilt may change through time, especially after a
re-leveling cycle of the OBS, our static tilt assumption
is likely valid. Our analysis time periods are chosen to
roughly fall in between leveling cycles to avoid those
time periods. Therefore, the resulting tilt corrections
are typically consistent through time for each instru-
ment (Tables 1, 2). We bandpass filter the raw data be-
tween 0.1 – 10mHz for onedayof quiescent data approx-
imately two days after the main event. We then search
for the best-fitting tilt from vertical and azimuthal ro-
tation angle, i.e., azimuthal direction of tilt, that mini-
mizes the root-mean-square of the rotated vertical com-
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ponent. Specifically, we apply an azimuthal rotation for
the BH1 and BH2 horizontal components into a radial
(in the azimuthal direction of the tilt) and transverse
(perpendicular to the azimuthal direction of the tilt)
component for a potential tilt direction. No informa-
tion about the true orientation of the instrument’s hor-
izontal components is required. We then apply a verti-
cal – radial component rotation to minimize the energy
on the rotated vertical component. Once these angles
are determined the rotation is applied to the raw data
to determine the tilt corrected data. We then estimate a
compliance correction to the vertical component using
the spectral transfer function method between the dif-
ferential pressure gauge record (DPG) and the tilt cor-
rected vertical component. We use the same day-long
time series (Crawford and Webb, 2000) used in the tilt
estimations. The transfer function is used to estimate
a predicted vertical component from the DPG record,
which is then subtracted from the tilt corrected vertical
component. We apply the compliance correction in the
frequency bandwhere the coherence between the pres-
sure and tilt corrected vertical component is > 0.8. The
instrument response is then removed, and the velocity
seismograms are differentiated to acceleration. Accel-
eration records are used as opposed to velocity or dis-
placement for two reasons: 1) the community’s normal
mode theory is based on acceleration and 2) the am-
plitudes at ultra-low frequencies are suppressed, i.e.,
those where we usually see increased noise levels be-
cause they are beyond the frequency roll-off of almost
all seismometers.
We then estimate the normal mode spectra from the

vertical components of the events. First, we apply a 4th
orderButterworthfilterwith a 0.3mHzhighpass corner
frequency. We choose a time window that begins 5000
s before the origin time and ends two days after the ori-
gin time. This window is optimal because it includes as
many stations as possible, while avoiding the variable
leveling cycles of the Scripps instruments. We then es-
timate the spectra using a single Slepian taper (NW=2,
with 1 taper used). This is similar to using a single Han-
ning window, which has been successfully used in pre-
vious studies (e.g. Masters andWidmer, 1995). We com-
pare the spectra of the resulting data, i.e., with the in-
strument response, glitch, tilt, and compliance correc-
tions applied, to the spectra of data that have had just
the instrument response removed and a high pass filter
applied. Wewill refer to thefirst case as “corrected,” and
the second case as “uncorrected.”
To assess the effects of the seismogram corrections

on normal mode observables, we measure normal
mode peak frequencies, at each of the PI-LAB sta-
tions, for each weakly coupled mode between 0S9 and
0S40. The procedure is interactive, where we fit a de-
caying cosine function to the corresponding spectral
peak in a least-squares fitting process. To compute the
mode spectrum for a specific mode, we use an opti-
malwindow length corresponding toQ-cycles of amode
(Dahlen, 1982), the time within which the mode decays
to 1/e of its initial amplitude. A Hanning taper is ap-
plied. A successful fit and removal of the cosine func-
tion leads to a residual spectrum with a ‘clean hole’

left in the spectrum that allows the analyst to assess
whether or not a fit was successful or if the measure-
ment has to be discarded. In the latter case, the syn-
thetic mode has a realistic frequency but unrealistic
attenuation, and the residual spectrum has remaining
spectral peaks adjacent to the synthetic mode. Reasons
for unsuccessful fits include noisy signals and the pres-
ence of other modes. This mode measurement method
was used by Smith and Masters (1989) to explore long-
wavelength 3-D structure in themantle. The underlying
principle here follows the assumption that a mode fre-
quency shift that is measured at a recording station is
caused by structure only along the source-receiver great
circle, and is representedby structure at the twopoles of
that great circle (Backus, 1964). Even though an isolated
mode 0Sl is sensitive to structure of harmonic degree up
to s=2l, asymptotic peak shift theory is a valid approx-
imation only as long as s « l. A second caveat to this
theory is that second-order effects introduce a ‘jitter’
in the frequency measurements that depends on epi-
central distance (Dahlen and Tromp, 1998). For these
reasons, asymptotic peak shift theory and associated
work fell out of favor and is currently not typically pur-
sued. However, the interactivemeasurement technique
is suitable for initial quality assessment and to explore
the internal consistency of normalmode datameasured
on PI-LAB OBS records. Therefore, we apply it here.

3 Results
We present time domain vertical component wave-
forms for the 2016 event for three representative sta-
tions, I28D, S11D and S17D to illustrate the data quality
and the effects of the deglitching and tilt corrections.
We present I28D to illustrate the leveling glitches. S11D
is a quiet station with little to no tilt. S17D is a station
that has a high tilt, 0.89°. The noise levels are visibly low
for the vertical component for all three stations prior
to the event in the uncorrected data (Fig. 2, black lines)
and in the corrected data (Fig. 2, orange lines). In ad-
dition, the Rayleigh wave orbits (Fig. 2, R1 − 9) are vis-
ible on S11D, which is a particularly quiet station. The
Rayleigh wave orbits are less visible on S17D in the un-
corrected data as there are several transient high noise
time periods visible, an example of which is indicated
by the blue arrow above the record. In the corrected
data, these transients are substantially reduced, in par-
ticular near the blue arrow. In general, the corrections
have aminimal impact on the amplitude of the observed
phases, reducing the amplitude within R1 by < 10% for
S17D, and by 3 − 4% for S11D. For I28D, two of the lev-
eling glitches are indicated by cyan arrows above the
traces, although several others are visible in the record.
The effect of the corrections greatly reduces the ampli-
tude of the glitches in comparison to those of the un-
corrected data (orange vs. black lines, respectively), al-
though the tilt noise is relatively low for this station,
and there are no noise transients visible away from the
glitches as in S17D. Greater deglitching detail is shown
in Figure 3. Figure 3 highlights the contamination of
the glitches on measurements of the modes. Many
of the glitch harmonics (black stars) occur at frequen-
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Station Tilt Azimuth (Relative to North) ° Tilt Angle From Vertical °
S03D 321.87 0.48
S06D 107.25 0.40
S10D 76.91 0.18
S11D 308.40 0.13
S17D 288.97 0.89
S22D 154.27 0.17
S26D 118.11 0.18
S29D 245.43 0.16
S31D 225.19 0.23
S38D 94.07 0.09
I04D 42.93 0.07
I12D 34.08 0.02
I14D 54.32 0.09
I28D 46.52 0.05
I34D 61.07 0.07

Table 1 Tilt Corrections for Mw = 7.9, 2016-12-17T10:51:10, Papua New Guinea

Station Tilt Azimuth (Relative to North) ° Tilt Angle From Vertical °
S03D 311.90 0.65
S06D 115.30 0.46
S10D 77.46 0.19
S11D 298.18 0.09
S17D 288.80 0.91
S22D 154.90 0.14
S26D 119.80 0.20
S29D 243.89 0.19
S31D 224.71 0.19
S38D 92.87 0.11
I04D 34.05 0.07
I12D 41.94 0.02
I14D 54.26 0.09
I28D 46.01 0.05
I34D 65.93 0.07

Table 2 Tilt Corrections for Mw = 7.9, 2017-01-22T04:30:22, Papua New Guinea

cies near fundamental-mode frequencies (thin vertical
black lines). The noise levels after deglitching also in-
crease at frequency < 2 mHz, likely due to imperfect
glitch removal. Although a correction for compliance
due to infragravitywaves using the pressure component
(Webb and Crawford, 1999) is applied to all of the data,
itsmagnitude is very small for the timeperiod of the two
events.

We show the effect of the tilt corrections on the spec-
tra for station S17D for the 2016 event in Figure 4. The
spectra from uncorrected data are shown in black and
the tilt corrected waveforms are in orange. Spectral
peaks associated with most of the zero order modes,
with global average frequencies (Masters and Widmer,
1995), indicated by thin vertical lines, can be seen in the
uncorrected and corrected data above 2.75 mHz. For
the uncorrected spectra the peaks are clearly visible as
low as 1.75mHz , although the spectra have a high noise
background, around 0.5x10-13 m/s2/Hz, at frequencies
lower than 2.75 mHz. This high noise background ob-
scuresmanyof the smaller peaks associatedwithmodes
between 0S10 to 0S19. The corrected spectra have amuch
lower noise background in general, particularly below
2.75 mHz with a noise floor of ~1x10-16 m/s2/Hz (orange
line, Fig. 4). Peaks associated with 0S6 to 0S19 and other

modes are visible, standing clearly out from the back-
ground. In the corrected records, the amplitudes of
some of themodes above 0S19 are reduced relative to the
uncorrected spectra, by up to 28% in some cases (0S19).
In other words, the correction has minimized the back-
ground noise, which is a similar order of magnitude in
the 1.5–2.5 mHz band to the modes, in the instrument
uncorrected spectra (black lines).

We also compare the results of the rotational tilt cor-
rection and spectral compliance correction presented
here to the results using the spectral tilt and compli-
ance correction method (Bell et al., 2015; Crawford and
Webb, 2000) for station S17D in Figure 4b (cyan line). We
use a variation of themethod that employs a grid search
of tilt azimuth for the highest average coherence in the
frequency band of interest between a test radial compo-
nent for the direction of tilt and the vertical (Bell et al.,
2015). It shows a similar improvement to the rotational
tilt correction presented here above 1 mHz. However,
the spectral method performs worse at reducing noise
at < 1 mHz, likely due to lower coherence in the lowest
frequencies. The same is true at other stations with less
tilt (Figs. S1 and S2).

The corrected normal mode spectra are shown for
all useable stations from the array for the 2016 event
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Figure 2 Example acceleration seismograms from the 2016 event used in this study. The seismograms are plotted as a func-
tion of epicentral distance in degrees, indicated on the y-axis. Scale bar for the amplitude of the seismograms is given (grey
vertical line). Black seismograms show uncorrected seismograms (only instrument response removed and high pass filter
applied), while orange lines show corrected seismograms. The seismograms have been filtered between 0.3 – 10.0mHz. Sta-
tion names are given above each trace. Theoretically predictedminor arc (odd) R1-R9 arrivals are indicated. Major arc (even)
arrivals are not indicated as they arrive shortly before subsequent minor arc arrivals due to the large epicentral distance.
Cyan arrows indicate two example leveling glitches on the IPGP stations. Blue arrow indicates a region where tilt correction
removes a substantial amount of noise.

Figure 3 Leveling glitch correction for station I34D. Black lines show the uncorrected data and orange lines show the cor-
rected data. a) The time series over a 48 hour period and b) a zoomof an 8 hour period are shown. c) The spectra from 0.5-5.0
mHz and d) a zoom from 1.5-2.5 mHz are shown. Black stars indicate the location of hourly harmonics from the leveling
glitch. Global average fundamental mode frequencies are shown by thin vertical lines, and modes are labeled at amplitude
= 1.5 (Masters and Widmer, 1995).

(Fig. 5) and the 2017 event (Fig. 6). The tilt correc-
tions applied to each station for each event are given
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The records show very
consistent peaks for the zero order spheroidal modes,
especially above 0S11 for the 2016 event, while for the
2017 event peaks are consistently observed above 0S14.

In the 2016 event a strong beating pattern is observed
in all the records that becomes broader and shifts to-
ward higher frequencies with increasing epicentral dis-
tance. This is the predicted behavior of the amplitudes
of the zero order spherical harmonics at a given dis-
tance from the source to its pole (Laske and Widmer-
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Figure 4 Example spectra after the application of tilt and compliance corrections for the 2016 event to station S17D which
had a tilt of 0.89°. a) The spectra from 0.5-5.0 mHz and b) a zoom of 0.5-2.0 mHz are shown. In both panels, the black lines
show the spectra of the uncorrected data. The blue line (for instance, visible in b) near 0S4 behind the orange line) shows
the tilt response corrected data. The orange line shows the tilt and compliance corrected data. The blue and orange lines
are nearly identical, with the largest difference (7%) observed at 0S9. The cyan line shows the result from the spectral tilt
correction (Bell et al., 2015; Crawford and Webb, 2000). Global average fundamental mode frequencies are shown by thin
vertical lines, andmodes are labeled (Masters and Widmer, 1995)

Schnidrig, 2015). In other words, each station spatially
samples the modes slightly differently depending on its
epicentral distance to the event because adjacentmodes
with similar wavelengths come into and out of phase
with each other. This beating pattern is less visible in
the 2017 event. The lowest zero order mode observable
in the data set is 0S4, which is observed at S29D for the
2016 event, and 0S5, which is observed at several sta-
tions for the 2017 event. In detail several other modes
are visible in the spectra as smaller peaks adjacent to
the zero order modes. In general, the IPGP stations are
noisier by an order of magnitude or more, especially at
frequencies below 2 mHz. This is mostly due to imper-
fect removal of the leveling glitches, which have strong
harmonics in this frequency range (harmonic locations
indicated by black stars, Fig. 3). IPGP records above 2
mHz are comparable to the SIO stations.

All themeasurements for the array formodes 0S14 and
0S23 are displayed in Figure 7. We observe a surprisingly
complex pattern of frequency shifts across the network,
and hypothesize based on modelling work that long-
wavelength 3-D structure can cause such variations. For
this comparison, we compute normal mode structure
coefficients, ct

s formantlemodel S20RTS (Ritsema et al.,
1999) but include harmonic degrees only up to s = 12
to compute predicted peak shifts. Even then, the pat-
terns in the theoretical peak shifts are quite complex,
and exhibit similarities with our observed peak shifts.
Note that the frequency shifts are plotted at the stations,
while using asymptotic peak shift theory implies that as-
sociated structural variationwould be located at the two

source-receiver great circle poles, which are broadly lo-
cated in northern Russia (about 65oN/75oE) and in the
Southern Ocean east of the Antarctic peninsula (about
65oS/105oW).
Measurements for other modes are not as internally

consistent, but we can still assess overall average mode
frequency observations across the array. These are
shown in Figure 8. We omit measurements for modes
that are strongly coupled to toroidal modes, 0S11, 0S18
and 0S19. We take two sets of measurements, one on the
raw seismic records, and one on the rotation and com-
pliance corrected seismograms. We find that the cor-
rection does not change overall averages to a significant
level. In fact,measurements formodes of angular order
l < 20 may exhibit smaller standard deviations, indicat-
ing a more internally consistent set of measurements.

4 Discussion
The deglitching we perform on the IPGP instruments
is effective. Without the correction there are strong
harmonics in the data that interfere with the normal
modes, making clear analysis difficult (black lines, Fig.
3). After the correction the leveling glitch harmon-
ics are greatly reduced in the spectra, and the normal
modes stand out better (orange lines, Fig. 3). We ob-
serve small artifacts in our time domain waveform due
to the leveling glitch removal, which may explain why
noise remains relatively high at the lowest frequencies.
The IPGP stationnoise levels arehigher than the SIO sta-
tion noise levels below 2 mHz even after applying the
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Figure 5 Compiled spectra for all useable stations for the 2016 event. a) The spectra as a function of epicentral distance
indicated on the y-axis over the 0.5-5.0 mHz range and b) a zoom into the 0.5-2.0 mHz range are shown. Stations are labeled
and a scale bar (grey vertical line) is given in each panel. Global average fundamental mode frequencies are shown by thin
vertical lines, and the modes are labeled (Masters and Widmer, 1995). In panel b) stations with high noise are excluded from
the plot.

deglitching correction (Fig. 5 and 6). Our findings are
similar to previouswork (Deenet al., 2017), which found
similar success in removing the leveling glitches. Our
result suggests that data from earlier deployments with
the same leveling glitches might be used for future nor-
mal mode studies at least above 2 mHz.

The corrections applied here allow us to observe
modes at a similar range observed in previous OBS data,
but they also improve the number of stations that ob-
serve the lowest modes. We observe spheroidal modes
down to 0S4 or 0S5 depending on the instrument. This
is similar to reports from deployments using similar in-
strumentation, which observe spheroidal modes down
to 0S4 (Bécel et al., 2011; Laske, 2021). Our quietest sta-
tion (S29D) yields thewidest frequency band of observa-
tion and is comparable to the performance of the same
type of instrument in numerous other ocean bottom de-
ployments. Given the large number of usable stations
and the routine observations of spheroidal modes to 0S9
at 9 out of 15 stations for the 2016 event and 10 out of
15 stations for the 2017, we are able to make estimates
of frequency shifts relative to 1-D reference mode fre-
quencies (Masters and Widmer, 1995) over 0S9 − 0S40.
Although the lowest modes observed are similar to pre-

vious work, the corrections allow us to observe lower
modes at several stations that would otherwise not have
been possible, whichwe describe in the next three para-
graphs.

The simple rotation to correct for tilt presented here
offers an effective alternative to the commonly used
spectral tilt correction (Crawford and Webb, 2000) for
reducing long period noise. The advantage of this
method is that it is conserves energy across all three
components and across all frequencies as it rotates the
energy between the components. The spectral domain
tilt correction is typically only applied in a frequency
band where the coherence is high between the vertical
and horizontal components, and so may only improve
SNR in this band. The rotation tilt correction provides
the greatest noise reduction below 3 − 3.5 mHz in the
example shown in Figure 3, in which the noise floor is
reduced by 2 − 3 orders of magnitude. Similar perfor-
mance below 3 mHz is observed at several other sta-
tions. Below 1mHz, the rotationalmethod outperforms
the spectral tilt correction. Tilt angles from the vertical
component estimated for the stations used here range
from 0.91° to 0.02° for the two events. Unfortunately,
the tilt correction is not successful at enhancing SNR on
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Figure 6 Compiled spectra for all useable stations for the 2017 event. a) The spectra as a function of epicentral distance
are indicated on the y-axis over the 0.5-5.0 mHz range and b) a zoom into the 0.5-2.0 mHz range are shown. Stations are
labelled and an amplitude scale bar (grey vertical line) is given in each panel. Global average fundamentalmode frequencies
are shown by thin vertical lines, andmodes are labelled (Masters andWidmer, 1995). In panel b) stations with high noise are
excluded from the plot.

the horizontal components for these events. However,
future deploymentsmay yield toroidalmodes in quieter
settings. The pressure correction that is required is very
small and, in most cases, has little effect on the SNR of
the normal mode spectra. The small correction is likely
due to the low infragravity wave conditions for most of
December 2016 and January 2017 (Bogiatzis et al., 2020).
The leveling glitch correction applied here shows

some improvement in comparison to previous work.
One-hour harmonics were deleted in the spectra shown
in Bécel et al. (2011) from the leveling glitches, effec-
tively eliminating information at the frequency of the
glitches. The corrections we use here greatly reduce
these harmonics without deleting sections of the data.
Using the correction approach of this work the glitch
harmonics, i.e., the peaks in between the 1-D reference
mode frequencies (Harmon et al., 2021) (black lines at
< 2 mHz, Fig. 3) are not visible in the orange lines, but
our spectra maintain information at these frequencies.
The performance of ourmethod is similar to the perfor-
mance reported in Deen et al. (2017). These corrections
are needed to measure normal modes using data with
glitch harmonics.
The tilt correction lowers the noise floor at low fre-

quencies, effectively allowing mode observations and
measurements. The noise floor at < 2.75 mHz is high in
previouswork (Bécel et al., 2011; Laske, 2021), likely due
to tilt, increasing by up to 20 dB below 1mHz. This high
noise floor below 2.75 mHz is visible in other deploy-
ments as well, for example several stations (e.g. PL05,
PL35) from the PLUME experiment (Laske, 2021). The
tilt correction effectively removes similar noise in our
study (black vs. orange lines in Fig. 4), again facilitating
observation andmeasurement of themodes at frequen-
cies below 2.75 mHz. This tilt noise likely exists in data
from other previous experiments. Therefore, mode ob-
servation andmeasurement can can likely be improved
for this previous data.

Comparison of our mode frequency shifts to the
1-D reference mode frequencies (Masters andWidmer,
1995) highlights important deviations that reflect un-
accounted for Earth structure. In comparison to the
1-D reference mode frequencies we find deviations
that increase with increasing angular order l (Masters
and Widmer, 1995). This indicates structural devia-
tion from the underlying 1-D reference model for our
sampled source-receiver great circles. These deviations
are likely related to structural heterogeneity in the up-
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Figure 7 PI-LAB peak shift measurements for modes 0S14 and 0S23 (left column, tilt, compliance, and rotation correction)
and corresponding predictions for model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999) (right column) relative to the global 1-D reference
mode frequencies of Masters and Widmer (1995). Earth’s hydrostatic ellipticity has not been considered in the predictions
for model S20RTS. The averages of the measurements were removed before plotting (upper left of panels). Measurements
are plotted at the respective PI-LAB station locations. The titles identify the mode names and the averagemode frequencies
fromMasters and Widmer (1995).

Figure 8 Averages of PI-LAB mode frequencies relative to
those of Masters and Widmer (1995). Grey: raw measure-
ments; black: after tilt, compliance and rotation correction
(TCR). Error bars denote the standard deviation in the mea-
surements taken across the network.

per mantle rather than in the lower mantle as modes
around 0S30 reach only into the mantle transition zone,
but not beyond.
Ultimately, we want to compare our mode frequency

shift results with 3-D global velocity model predictions
(Masters et al., 2000; Ritsema et al., 1999), for consis-
tency. The predictions for 3-D global velocity model
S20RTS are shown in Figure 9 (blue diamonds). In-
spection of our results compared to 3-D model predic-

tions indicates a discrepancy of a DC shift of ~5 µHz.
The discrepancy can be explained by the need to ac-
count for hydrostatic ellipticity in the predictions. El-
lipticity has a significant effect that increaseswith angu-
lar order l, when compared to the 1-D reference mode
frequencies (brown diamonds in comparison to black
dashed line, Fig. 9) (Masters and Widmer, 1995). The
predicted frequency shifts for S20RTS without elliptic-
ity (blue diamonds) are smaller and mostly negative
than those including the ellipticity correction (black
squares). However, the two have very similar shapes
given the nearly linear shape of the ellipticity correc-
tion. We also compare PREM (Dziewonski and Ander-
son, 1981) to our 1-D reference mode frequencies (Mas-
ters and Widmer, 1995) and find relatively small devia-
tions (grey diamonds vs. black dashed line, Fig. 9).

Our results compare favorably with two global mod-
els: S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999), including the ellip-
ticity correction, and SB4L18 (Masters et al., 2000), in-
cluding the ellipticity correction in the range 14 ≤ l ≤ 37.
This suggests that we are recovering information about
real Earth structure (Fig. 10). At lower angular orders,
9 ≤ l ≤ 14, the agreement between our result and the two
3-Dmodels is poor, suggesting our observationsmaynot
be as reliable for determining Earth structure for l ≤ 14.
We find good general agreement between our model,
S20RTS, and SB4L18 at 15 ≤ l ≤ 20. From 21 ≤ l ≤ 32 our
result agrees better with predictions from S20RTS, al-
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Figure 9 Averages of predicted mode peak shifts relative
to those of Masters and Widmer (1995). Predicted mode
frequencies are computed at all PI-LAB stations before av-
eraging. We present a 3-D model S20RTS (blue diamonds)
(Ritsema et al., 1999), Earth’s hydrostatic ellipticity (orange
diamonds), and the sum of the two (S20RTS+ell, black
squares). Grey symbols mark frequency differences to Mas-
ters and Widmer (1995) computed for PREM (Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981) as published in Masters and Widmer
(1995). The sum of PREM and S20RTS+ell is similar in mag-
nitude and shape to the observations in Figure 8 and 10, in-
dicating the need for the ellipticity correction.

thoughnot consistentlywithin error. From33 ≤ l ≤ 37we
find better agreement between our result and the pre-
dictions from SB4L18, typically within error. At l > 37,
the differences between our result and the predictions
from the 3-Dmodels are large, suggesting that our result
does not represent real Earth structure. The small but
significant variations found between our observations
and the two globalmodels at 21 ≤ l ≤ 32 indicates that in-
corporating information from OBS arrays such as ours
into global normal mode inversions might improve our
knowledge of Earth structure.

Figure 10 Averages of predictedmode peak shifts relative
to those ofMasters andWidmer (1995). These are shown for
S20RTS (black symbols) (Ritsema et al., 1999) and SB4L18
(blue symbols) (Masters et al., 2000) both with Earth’s hy-
drostatic ellipticity included (+ell). Grey symbols mark ob-
servations fromPI-LAB shown in Figure 8 from the corrected
data.

5 Conclusion
Broadband OBS can help to deepen our understand-
ing of the interior of the Earth via normal mode ob-
servations by filling in the current gaps in global sta-
tion coverage. We provide a new tilt correction tech-
nique using a simple rotation to improve observations
at low frequencies that will be useful for recovering
lower modes at additional stations as well as for other
types of seismic observations. We present some of the
first measurements of frequency shifts from a broad-
band ocean bottom seismic array, that could be com-
bined with other global observations to invert for three-
dimensional Earth structure. Very broadband OBS
are more expensive than more band limited instru-
ments. However, installing very broadband instru-
ments is preferable given that the data can be corrected
to measure normal modes, filling in gaps in global ob-
servations, and improving constraints on Earth struc-
tures. This is especially true given the expense, time,
effort, and logistical challenges involved in any seago-
ing expedition.
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